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CRIC Proposes to Change
SEC·Constitution, Bylaws
CRIC, the Constitutional Revision and Innovation committee, presented its report at the past two Student Executive council meetings. Formed early this year,
the group spent s,e ven weeks studyi!].g the SEC constitution and by-laws. Results of the study indicated that
The new constitution, including ment, the vice-president would
both editorial and substantia~ive editorial ch.anges, was also ac- succeed to the office of president,
changes were needed . Craig Har- ~epted. The incorporated reviand be himself replaced at ,an allris , chairman of the committee, :sions concerned such ,items as
school election, to be held withpresented SEC with rewritten verchanging "Lawrence college" to in three weeks.
sions of hoth documents as weil ""'Lawrence university" and other
If :necessary, a new vice-presias a list of recommended amend- . minor matters of wording and
dent or· treasurer could be apments.
format.
pointed by the president subject
A MOTION to accept the bylaws
,Discussion of the proposed con- to approval by a two-thirds vot€
led to debate on the provision stitutional amendments took most .of the representative council
concerning the privileges of write-- (Of both the November 19 and 30
OBJECTIONS to the new proin candidates. By amendment, it meetings. In total, ten of the 12 posal for ·the most part were conwas decided that such candidates
proposed substantiative changes cerned with the sacrifice of "demshould not be prevented from
were approved . These accepted
ocratic procedures in the name
using printed campaign material
amendments , along with the re- of expediency."
or from having informal discuswritten constitution, must still he
President Tony Valukas noted
sions concerning their candidacy.
ratified by the student body in an
tltat an election usually took about
With this change, the bylaws were
all-school referendum next week. · :three weeks to prepare. This time
approved.
THE MOST significant of the was considered to hie excessive
new amendments deal with pos- 'by many members of SEC, and
sible vacancies in SEC offices, ·the amendment was passed by ,a
and with attendance requirements large margin.
for SEC representatives.
AnConstitution clauses now in force
other amendment which attracted ·which deal with attendance reconsiderable debate but was dequirements can for the automatic
feated concerned SEC legislation
replacement of any representaon the national obligation ot camuve who is absent foom more
pus organi2lations.
than three meetings. New repAt present there is no provision
resentatives are selected from the
The 48th annual presentation of
in the SEC constitution for fillrunner-up lists from the previous
G€or:ge Frederick Handel's oraing an unforseen vacancy in the
election.
torio, " The Messiah," has been
offices of president, viee-presischeduled for 7:30 p.rp. Sunday,
dent, and treasurer.
ACCORDING to the proposed
Dec. 13, in Memorial chapel. The
According to the new amendamendment, a constituency could
vote to retain its representative
performance will feature the
in spite of lack of attendance.
Lawrence Chor,al society, the
Objections to the old system
Lawrence Symphony orchestra
noted that certain reasons for aband ,guest soloists.
sence, for instance illness and
LaVahn Maesch, director of the
work on dram.a.tic productions,
choral society, has announced fimight be considered legitimate.
nal rehearsal schedules. Sunday
David Mayer III, assistant pr-oOther proposed amendments
at 1: 30 p.m. the women will have
fessor of theatre and drama, bas
deal with run-off elections in the
a part rehearsal 1n Harper hall.
done several pieces of scholarly
event of a tie in the election of
Tuesday at 7 p.m. the orchestra writing being published this fall
will join with the chorus in the
the vice-president or .treasurer,
and winter.
·
assumption of office by the
Chapel.
His " The Pantomime Olio and
treasurer, and the apportionment
Thursday at _6:30 p.m. there will
Other Pantomime Variants" is
of SEC represenbatives to small
be a chorus .practice in Harper
appearing in the autumn issue of
dorms.
hall. Frid ay at 6:30 p.m. the or- the Journal of the British Society
chestra will again rehearse with
for Theatre Research .
the · chorus in the Chapel.
!Mayer read a paper entitled
REFERENDUM
This year there are 185 stu''Dandy Lover in the Pantomime
dents, faculty members and area Harlequinade" at a meeting of the
The polls will be open nex,t
residents in the choral so.ci€ty.
American Society for Theatre
Wiednesday from 8 to 12 a.m.
They will be joined by 40 memResearch held at Columbia uniin Main hall and in the Musicbers of the Lawrence Symphony
versity November 'l:l and 28.
Drama center; and from 1 to
orchestra.
A greatly enlarged version of
4 p.m. in the Union only.
Tickets are on s,a le at the box
this paper will be published under
All students are encouraged
office in the Music-Drama center
the title "Dandyism in Regen.::y
to read the complete text of
from 12 to 6 p.m. weekdays. Price
Pantomime" in the winter, 1965,
the revised constitution and
is $1 for students.
issue of Theatre Notebook.
amendments appearing o n
page 10 and to vote on (1)
the constitution as a whole
and (2) each amendment individually.

Joint Musical Efforts

'

WinRender HandeI s
Tradilional'Messiah'

Mayer Will Publish
Two Drama Works

'Winter Weekend' to Break
Pressures of .S econd Term

THE FACULTY and administration have voted in
a "Winter Weekend," beginning at 7.30 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 11 and lasting through 8 :00 a.m., Monday,
Feb. 14. According to Dean Kenne th Venderbush, "this problem
<the Lawrence problem) becomes
actualized as students project
their own frustration and edginess onto whatever comes up ,
notably during the winter term. "
ALTHOUGH THE thre€-three
system has resulted in a shorter
second term, it has also brought
strain and tension. Without some
diversion-cha nge of pace and
scene-the psychological barometer goes down and people, without realizing it, become sour on
life in general and Lawrence in
particular.
"It's amazing," Venderbush
continues, "bow many more people stm·t coming in to talk about
transferring at this predictable
point in the year."
The faculty and administration
took action to treat the cause of
this problem rather than its symptoms. So instead of creating

more "date rooms" or better
food, the administration offers the
opportunity to quit the campus
and Appleton for the city, ski
slopes , home or other such
places.
OF COURSE one could stay on

·campus with "unfinished 1school
business ," but this would seemingly defeat the purpose of the
break.
This much - needed vacation
would not have been put into effect until the '65-'66 school year
if Miss Jones had not urged that
it's ,a good plan and should be
used now.
So after the second term midterms Lawrence will have no Friday and Satw·day classes, Feb. 1112. From the teacher's standpoint such a loss will be doubly
compensated for by the renewed
vigor and mo tivation after the
shor t reprieve .

HEAD FOOTBALL coach Bernie Heselton, after 26
yearn at Lawren ce, announced his retirement Wednesday at the fall sports banquet. During the "Hesetlon
era" the grid team has chalked up 111 wins against
only 79 losses and copped six conference championships. This era will be remembered as, a period of athletic success and of a man who emphasized the best
in sp-0rts.

Senior T ean1 to Represent
Lawrence on College Bowl
AN ALL - MALE, all-senior team will represent
Lawrence university on the General Electric College
Bowl television program Sunday, Dec. 13. Chos,e n b,r
a combined faculty-student committee from a group of ten semi- · a college teacher. Stamp collectfinalists were Gordon Taylor, Tom
ing and music are his hobbies.
Verich, Nick Vogel and Ralph
Nick Vogel, recently elected to
Whitehead. First alternate is
Phi Beta Kapp,a, is a varsity
sophomore Steve Sedgwick.
swimmer and tenni5 player, viceTHE TEAM is coached by Dnnpresident of Delta Tau Delta and
iel Arnaud , instructor in classics,
has been a counselor to freshmen
who will accompany the group to
men.
New York for the program. ForHe is ·a member of Mace, local
ty students applied for membersenior honor group and winner of
ship in the team and were sifted
the Warren Hurst Stevens prize
to ten by a written test. The semifor high scholarship and useiul
finalists played practice games,
activities in university affairs. ffe
and the team was selected from
is a government major with sectheir ranks.
ondary interest in history.
Taylor, a history major, has a
Ralph Whitehead , a philosophy
strong second interest in dr.ama,
major, is editor of the Contribuhas taken part in such Lawrence
tor, an honor student, and is afTheatre productions as "The Visfiliated with Beta Theta Pi frait" and "Macbeth," and he has
ternity. He is interested in fo rbeen elected to the local honor- eign service 1;md journalism, and
.ary drama group, Sunset Players.
at present has a part-time job at
He aspires to a career in college
the sports desk of the Appleton
teaching and lists "memorizing Post-Crescent.
poetry" as his hobby.
ALTERNATE Stephyn Sedgwick
Verich, who transferred this foll
was a varsity trackman this fall
to Lawrence from the State Uniand played on the freshman basversity of Wisconsin-Superior , is
ketball team as well as participata history major with interest in
ing in the frosh track squad last
art, music and literature. He is
season.
an announcer for radio station
An honor student, a counselor to
WLFrM and a member of the Con- freshmen men and a member of
servatives CluJb.
the Religion-in-Life
conference
HE HAS been nominated for
planning group, he is interested
Woodrow Wilson and Marshall
in the Peace corps and an eventuscholarships. He hopes to become
al career in the ministry.

University Receives
Oils of Lawrentians
Lawrence university has receiv-

ed an oil portrait of Mrs. Amos
A. Lawrence, wife of the founder
.of the institution, as a gift from
fhe Rt. Rev. Frederic Lawrence ,
suffragan bishop of Massachusetts. It will be placed in the
Samuel Appleton-Carnegie library.
Mrs. Lawrence's maiden name
was Sarah Appleton ; she was a
distant relative of Samuel Appleton, for whom this city was named.
The portrait was painted by
George Fuller, a Boston artist of
the 19th century, and restored by
Harold C. Speed.
A second painting, one by New
York painter Harriet Fitzgerald,
was presented to the school by
authoress Gladys Taber in memory of her father, Dr. Rufus Bagg,
head of the geology department
here for many years.

HARVEY C. BUNKE, chairman of the department of
economi c~ a t the University of Iowa a nd former senior
price economist wHh the Federal Office of Price Stabilization, s,poke on "Economics and Existentialism"
at last Thursday's cov ocation.

LWA to Set Tradition:
Downer. Lantern Nite
DISCUSSI O NS considering t he incorporation of
some of Downer's traditio ns into the program of LvV A
ha ve so far res ulted in plans for Lantern night, scheduled. for Thursday, Dec. 10. LWA
~ntm~ed _to talk over the ~?option or this and other t.rad1t10ns
at the December 2 meetmg.
ON LANTERN night, carrying
c~mdles shining through colored
cellophane lanterns , Lawrence
women will travel from house to
house g reeting Appleton resident s
with Christmas carols.

FORMER
DOWNER women
present at the meeting said that
the colors had designated teams
in interclass competition; the
Downer song had provided a culmination for banquets and other
events.

The comment about class competition which had pervaded the
Downer atmosphere elicited a
suggestion to revive the fm·mer
class competition in women's athletics at L.awrence.
Miss Friedlander, assistant prof essor of ~rman, pointed out

Later that evening, in the
Downer tradition, the carolers
will take wassail in the Viking
room. Freshman women who
sign out .at their dorms will have
11 o'clock hours for the event.

Other traditions currently under consideration include the
Downer song, class colors and
blazers in class colors. Some
representatives
reported
that
their constituents had expressed
doubt concerning the practicai use
of class colors and the Downer
song.

that the original class competition among Lawrence women
probably died out as a result of
the elimination of a campus gym.
Miss Morton, dean of women .
and B. Jo Kounovsky, president
of WRA. agreed on the possibility of a revival of the old competition as timely in light of the
Downer merger.

Clark's Cleaners

CLASSES BEGIN
Second term classes will begin at 8 a.m. Monday, January
4, 1965.
The next issue of the Lawrentian will be published on
Friday, January 8, . 1965.

Alfieris Publish
Galdos Research
Drs. John and Graciela Aifieri
of the Lawrence university Spanish department have published a
monograph in the journal Hispanofila entitled " El lenguaje familiar de Perez Galdos.'' It is
appearing in vol. viii, 1964, c1nd
runs more thon 40 pages.
The monograph, dealing with
the colloquial language. in the
novels of Perez Galdos, gives special consideration to his masterpiece "Fortunata y Jacinta." The
study also surveys the use of this
kind of language by Spanish writers in other literary periods, including novelists contemporary
with Galdos.
The Alfieris spent last year on
leave of absence from Lawrence
doing research on Galdos in Spain.
Alfieri published an article on another aspect of Galdos' novels in
the December, 1963, journal Hispania.

Offers You:
Shop from now til
Christmas . . . 9 to 9
Weekdays, Sat. 9 to 5:30

l . T H E QUICKEST SERVICE
2 . THE CLEANEST CLOTHES
3 . THE SHORTEST WALK

•
See T he,n T oday at
311 '.S. COLLEGE AVENUE-APPLETON

Ju st a Block Up the Avenue

MEMBERS of the Lawrence chapter of the Arnold Air
society, an honorary group of distinguished AFROTC
cadet officers are, left to right (sitting ) . Jeff Cook and
Bob Leadbitter; (standing) Tim Noble, Steve Wickland and Don Gurney.

REVISED SCHEDULE FOR FINAL EXAMINATIONS

Term I, December 15 to 18 ·
Following is the final examination schedule for the first term
of the 1964-65 academic year. All examinations will be held in
the rooms in which classes regularly meet, unless noted below
or unless other specific directions are issued by the instructor.
Morning exams will run from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.; afternoon
exams will run from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m . Tuesday and Wednesday
and from 1 to 4 p.m. Thursday.
Tuesday, Dec. 15, a.m.. .. ... . Classes meeting at 10.40 M W F;
Home Economics 31.
Tuesday, Dec. 15, p.m . . .. .. .. Classes meeting at 1: 10 M W F .
Wednesday, Dec. 16, a.m# . .. . Classes meeting at 9:20 T T S.
Wednesday, Dec. 16, p.m .... . . History 38 (229 Main hall); Music
Education 33 ; Sophomore Studies
15 (228 Main ha11) ; classes meeting at 8:00 TT S.
Thursday, Dec. 17, a.m . .. .. . .Classes meeting at 8:00 M W F;
Eeonomics 36 (229 M.nn hall>.
Thursday, Dec. 17, p.m .. .... . Classes meeting at 9 :20 M W F.
Friday, Dec. 18, a.m . .. .... . .Classes meeting at 2:30 M W F ;
History 29 (222 Main hall ; Philosophy 21 ( 119 Main hall ).
-Revised Nov. 23, 1964.

"CO CA ·COLA'"

ANO

"COKE"

ARE

REGISTERE':0

WHICH IDENTIFY O N LV fHE PROD UCT OP
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TRAOE · MAP'Ki

COCA-COL.A COMPANY.

THERE'S NO DOUBT ABOUT 'IT!
Medicinals 1 Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and
Prompt, Courteous Service

•
BELLING
"Th e Pharmacy N earest to C ampu s"
204 E ast College Avenue

. I

Game goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
'Always just right,

Pure and simple; no tricks.
Pure sweater, pure wool, pure
VILLAGER®. Saddle shouldered
and fully fashioned with a
grosgrain ribbon running firmly
down the front, outside where
it belongs. Colors? Dungaree
Blue, Nasty Green, Burgundy.
Camel ••• and twenty-two
4
more. Sizes 34 to 40.

never too sweet ... refreshes best.
things

go
SYMMETRY •

b~Wfth

PRICES FROM $12~ TO $1500

The Villager Shop

Coke
lRAO(IIMK®

Prange 1 s
Second Floor Fashions

Sam Belinke
Jewelers
College a t Oneida

Bottled under the au thority of the

Coca-Cola Co. by;

LaSalle Bottling Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

"Your Trusted Jeweler"

j

Greek Groups Give Rules
For Third Deferred Rush
PANHEL COUNCIL representativ ,~s held a meeting for all fre shm en vvomen on
the mechanics of ru sh Monday evening in the Co lm a n loung e . The purpo se of
the m e eting ,vas to i11forrn the girls of rush dates a nd prn cedures preceding

.JOSEPH V./. COTT ON lec.:tureE:, to ·students an d facult y
at Tu e:,da y 's Science co1 loqu iu m on " T he Hispani c
cu lturation of the l\1 ixe and Zapo tec of Oax .1c a Mexico"

Ac-

Announcements
For the purpose of arousing student interest in various oncampus ,and nearby events, the Lawrentian will run this column each week. Submissions for inclusion ·herein must reach
the Lawrentian by 7 p.m. Tuesday precedin~ publication.
PLACEMENT OFFICE:
Peace CorpsThe Peace corps placement test
Dec. 7, at the Main Pos t office
United States 18 years of age or
under 18 is eligible to take the
Peace corps questionnaire. For
ment office. ·

will be given a t 3 p.m. Monday ,
in Appleton. Any citizen of the
over a nd who has no dependents
test. Applicants must fill out a
mo re information see the Place-

* * *
FROM THE CONSERVATORY:
RecitalEd Rath, Lawrence piano major, will present hi s junior recital at
8:15 p.m. Thursday , Dec. 10, in Harper haH. The program wili
include " Prelude and Fugue in F minor" by Bach , " Sonata in C
major" by Mozart , " Romance in F sharp m a jor," op. 28, No. 2
by Schumann , " Passacaglia" by Piston, a nd "Fantasy in F minor ,"
op. 49, by Chopin.
Concert-The Lawrence Men 's and W6men·s choruses will sing lhe first
of their season's programs at 2 :30 p.m. Friday , Dec. 11 , in Harp~r
hall. The groups, conducted by Dan C. Sparks, instructor in music, and Mari Taniguchi , associ'ate professor of music, will perform works for the Christmas season.

Monday's registration of rushees.
This is the third year u nder the
deferred system. The meeting began with the announcement of
party da tes. Informal parties will
be Thursday and Friday, Jan.
7 and 8. A rushee m ay go to ~::i~h
sorority informal party for an
hour and fifteen m inutes to fa m :lia rize herself with the sorority
groups.
ON SATURDAY afternoon :rnd
evening, preference parties are
held by the sororities. A rushee
may go to a ma ximum of thr2e
of these parties , two in the afternoon and one in the evening. He r
stay at these is an hour and a
half.
Next, the 'invitation system. was
explained. The Tuesday after
Christmas vacation ,all freshman
women registered for rush will
receive as many as six invitations
to sorority informal padies.
The rushees are to check the
partie~ they wish to attend and
.hand in the cards to their counselors. The same procedure will
be followed for the preference
parties Saturday . The responses
of the rushees are to be handed iu
a t the dorm desks.
THE RUSHEE is limited to five
informal parties . She may accept
three preference parties, since it
is .hoped she will have narrowed
her choice to that number .
Saturday evening rushees have
"truce" between 8 and 9 p. m .,
when they seclude themselves and
decide what their sorority choices
.are in order of preference. The

number of choices is unlimited,
meaning that a rushee may select
a sorority to whose preferenc~
party she was not invited.
Misses Morto n and Trautwein
will act as interm ediaries during
rush by scheduling parties and
coordin ating the numbers at each
party. As intermediaries, they
a re responsible fo r matching the
preference lists of the rushers and
rushees and give the final pledge
lists to t he sororities.
THE RUSHEES receive their
pledge bids a t 3: 30 Sunday afternoon, a nd the answers they gi vc
to the bids are their fi nal sorority
commitments . Formal pledging
is scheduled for 5 p.m . in the sorority rooms.
The quota system was explained to be a method of insuring an
average sorority size and maintaining an equal distribution of
girls in the groups. The size of
the pledge classes will be determined by the number of girls who
register for rush, the normal ~ize
of each quota ranging from 15 to
18. The maximum total sorority
size is 55.
Rush rules were outlined. The
sorority wing and recreation room
of Colman hall a re off limits to
rushees during rush, as are all
upperclass wome n's dorm ,ections. There is to be no communica tion between Greeks and
rus hees during rush. Further
rules are listed in the Pannellenic Handbook .
AFTER THE presentation of
rush technicalities, the freshman

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

You Can Stuff

F-A-S-T

7387%

* * *
FROM THE CONSERVATIVE CLUB:
Professor William Fleming, professor of political science at Ripon
college, will speak in the Terrace room of the Union on Thursday.
Dec. 10. Fleming, who received his doctorate from Columbia. will
give an a nalysis of the 1964 elections from a conservative viewpoint.
The title of the talk will be "Where do conservatives go from
here?" All interested persons are invited to attend .

Film
Processing

'

•

Anscochrom and
Ektachrome
Brought in before 4:30
Ready next day 4 :00

•

Kodochrome and
Kodacolor
Two Day Service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a.m.
Ready same day

LETON STATE BANK

Member of FDIC

The Fox Cities' Leading Bonk

~~~~u..~~"'''~~,-s~~~ssss.ij

~

~~

" the store of friendly,
helpfol service"

~

~~

wome n were reminded of the
spirit underlying rush and the
purposes of sororities themselves .
S.arb Bradley, president of the
Panhellenic council, a d v i s e s
ru.shees to "make their own decision and not be influenced solely
by their friends."
She hopes each rushee will
"choose the sorority where she
will be the happiest" and suggests
that the rushee give each sorority a chance and that she not narrow her chokes too rapidly .
OPEN PARTIES given jointly
by fraternities and soror-ities are
over, and the fraternitie s have a
few closed panties left to give this
term which are not considered
pa rt of actual rush.
The fratern ity and sorority rush
pi-ograms formally open on the
sam.e Tlnusday, Jan. 7. Fraternities pkrn "round-robin" parties
from 7 to 10 p.m. Thursday and
Friday nights and the freshman
rushees are expected to visit each
house for an hour and a half during these two evenings.
Saturday afternoon parties will
be held from 2 to 5 p.m. , and
rushees can go back to whichever
houses they choose at that time.
A " period of silence" comparable
to the sorority truce is observed
on Saturday at 5 p.m.
SUNDAY morning between 9
and 9: 30 a.m. the boys list their
preferences, a nd the fraternities
send represent atives to assist the
deans' decisions in matching the
rushees with fraternities.

PEPPERONI PIZZAS wit h free onion and green
pep;Je rs ( 1Sc extra) and a who!e slew of
cheese and tomato sauce into a te! ephone booth,
if you reall y want to!

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA

PALACE

Large Selection of
CO'NTEMPORARY
GREETING CARDS

RE 4-9131

8 15 West Coll ege Ave .

~

~

202 E. COLLEGE AVE.

<Just 2 blocks from campus ) ~

;

idealp~oto

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or Mo re Pizzas
Until 1:00 a. m.

222 E. College Ave.

~"-~~'--'--~~~
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For CHRISTMAS:
1.-[

BOOl<S FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

·1:t

GREET ING CARDS -

-1::?

SWEAT SH IRTS, ASSORTED COLORS

1'::{

LA WR ENCE MASCOTS

1):

DON'T FORGET THE DECAL FOR YOUR CAR!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
DMW'ttno ewfftf-e&e
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Classics to Show French Movie

Film Classics will present Robert Bresson's " L€s Dames du
Bois de Boulogne" at 1: 30 and
7 :30 p.m. this Sunday in Stansbury theatre. It is a 1944 film
by the directoT of " Diary of a
Country Priest. ''
"Les Dames du Bois de Boulogne" is a manifesto of Bresson's
belief in the cinema as an interior art. Cinema critic John Taylor commented, " The action is
all placed in a deBberately remote artificial world carefully
abstr~cted from all t'he usua 1
realistic associatioas on which the
viewer might call for help . . .
dosed in itself, the film seems to
be made in total disregard of 1ts
audience.''
The screenplay and dialogue
are iby Jean Cocteau, adopted
from the Eighteenth century '' J acques le Fataliste" by Diderot. In
Diderot's episodic novel, a hostess entertains her group of sophisticates with a story of womanly
revenge and how that revenge is
finally thwarted.
In the story Madame la Porn-

! Academic Aims Conference

00

~~::~e ·~i:ns,~ :r;ui~ ~:~~~n~~:
forces him to an adm1ss1on of 1t
by pretending first that her o~n
passion has cooled. Though the
pair then apparently settle down
as loving friends, she determines
to revenge herself, and for this
purpose seeks out an old acquaintance who has fallen on evil
days and now lives on the questionable earnings of her daughter .
These two she takes up , presenting them as impoverished, but
pious and respectable people.
Madame la Pommeraze traps hel."
former lover into marrying the
girl and then revealing her past.
Unfortunately, her revenge fails
for the Marquis remains happily
married. The story is " mod~rnized" by rechristening the characters and placing them in a contemporary setting.
The film to be presented next
Sunday is "A Nj,ght at the Opera"
starring the Marx brothers Harpo,
Chico and Groucho.

The Fisher 7 5
Custom Module

~O WATTS OF POWER • FULLY TRANSISTORIZED
CONTAINS 4LL THE COMPONENTS YOU NEED
TO ENJOY THE WORLD OF STEREO HIGH FIDELITY!

Portable Un it

$229.50

For the first time, you can buy a perfectly m·atched
stereo component system that comes already instaJled
in handsome cabinetry, fits into less than four feet of
shelf space (complete with speakers!) and still satisfies the ears of the most critical audio enthusiasts!
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VALLEY RADIO DISTRIBUTORS
51 ff N. Appleton St. , Box 975
RE 3-6012

A pp leton, Wis .

To Di·scuss Clarify Goals
'

By TERESA A. SMITH
A LA WRENTIAN reporter held the following inter-

view with Nick Vogel and Vaughan Ariano, co-chairmen of the Academic Aims Conference Steering board
concerning the plans and purposes of the conference to he held
January 28, 1965.
Lawrentian: In a former Lawrentian article the steering board
released a preliminary statement
on the purposes of the conference.
Please explam the statement to us
and what the purpose of the aims
conference is.
Vogel: The schedule again is
pretty much what was in that article. The conference will be held
on January 28, about a week and
a half after the Religion-in-Life
conference. In the morning we
intend to hold a convocation at
which three professors will speak.
They will discuss the topic, What
should a student expect from coilege and what should he expect
to contrilbute to it ?
The exact form of the presentation wil be worked out by the professors themselves - perhaps a
series of three ten to 20 minute
speeches followed by a panel discussion. In the afternoon we'll be
having discussion sessions from 24 p.m. We want as many students
a; possible to attend these sessions . Depending upo n the turnout, each discussion group will include two professors , a student
discussion leader and a student
secretary.
As many of these discussions as
possible will be held at the homes
of professors and members of the
administration. This is to create
a kind of informal atmosphere and
we hope that the students and the
teachers will feel more free to
discuss, and to express their pe rsonal views .
With thi s the conference will
end except for the compil ing of
the minutes . Later a report will
be released by the steering board
summarizing the conference.
I'll restate the purpose of the
confer ence for you . It is to give
the individual . student the opportunity to express his views concerning education , particularly
concerning the place of academ ic
education for him at Lawrence,
and to express his current and
fut ure goals.
Those people who do not have
clear ideas concerning wha~ part
academics do or should play or
what their goals are will have
the opportunity to clar.ify, revise ,
and perhaps develop them, if not
by actively participating in the
discussions at least by being able
to hear what others think . This
conference is built around and
for each individual participant.
Lawrentian: This is what the
committee has planned until now.
Is there anything else?
F ac ulty memtbers will be sending out letters to the stude nts in
their groups in the middle of January. These letters will include
information about the conference,
detachable slips concerning 1ttendance which the students will
be asked to mark and return, and
discussion questions.
We have been working on these
questions currently. Our general
questions are: Why did you come
to Lawrence. What d-0 you find
here '? What are your goals ?
There will be a good deal of freedom for personal expression · under these questions. The more
specific questions unde r these are
to .serve as stimulants to thought,
not as strict boundaries.
Lawrentian: What e x a c t l y
brought about the conference.
There was a discussion on Encampment about the confusion
and resulting anxiety concerning
personal goals and purposes felt
by some students.
The Academlc Ai.ms Conference

grew, in part , out of the discussion and under lying ideas and
reasons. The conference can be
one way of giving the student the
opportunity to try to alleviate
this confusion.
Tony Valukas brought it before
SEC where it was passed unanimously . Dean Venderbush wd
Tony Valukas selected eight students and eight faculty members
to work on the steering board .
Vogel: It seems that on Encampment there was a lengthy
discussion about the 3-3 semester
plan ; everyone seemed to feel an
increase in academic presure.
Now there a re people who have
worked under both the old system
and the new, so that they probably could make comparisons between the two . It was generally
felt on Encampment that under
the 3-3 program, many students
were losing their .;,ay. A clarification was needed as to ·why students were studying the particular s ubjects they were, a nd as
hard as they were.
The al umni a nd faculty also
feel this problem , I think, because
they have a special comm ittee to
study the goals of Lawrence university. Last year they met to
define some of the problems involved and are intending to meet
agai~ to try and qualify the problems of curriculum and the like.
Lawrentian: One of the othe r
questions raised on Encampment
was the value of a te chnical versus a li beral arts educa tion . It
seems this year with the Downe r
mer ger and the inclusion of suci1
courses as occupationa l the rapy
into the Lawrence curricul um,
this would be a valid ques tion.
Vogel: This is one of the topics
that will be discussed. It is a
que stion of whether or not you a re
getti ng a specialized education at
Lawrence and if not. should vou
be?
Lawrentian: We would like t•)
pursue this question and
Vogel: Well, I would like to
avoid it.
Lawrentian: Yes , I understand ,
but then could you give u s your
own ideas on what value you feel
the conference could have ? This
will start some of us thinking
ahead.
Vogel : I think the best thing to
do would be to consider ahead of
time wha t each individual student
feels the goals of the school
should be. Perhaps I should read
one of the subheadings of the
questionnaire
outline.
It
is :
What do you think are the goals
of Lawrence? After this we have
listed severa l possible goa ls.
These are : to develop thinkers,
graduate students, community
leaders , specialists, well-rounded
individuals. All these goals are
possible goals especially of the
liberal arts college. Whether or
not Lawrence is doing this is a
question which many of us are
asking today. Herein lies the
value of the conference.
The value of the confere nce is
the value it has for each indi-

PINNINGS
Lois A. Beck to Edward A.
Rath, Phi Gamma Delta.
Margaret S. Leinen, University
of Illinois, to Daniel Fellman, Phi Kappa Tau.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sandra R. Lehto, Kappa Alpha
Theta, to Davis L. Fisher,
Beta Theta Pi, '64.
Phoebe 'S. Rhodes, K.appa Alpha Theta, to Philip K. Allen,
Delta Tau Delta.

vidual participant. Beyond tr.is
it may .:;erve as a vehicle for
change.
In conclusion, consider the approach that academics can be
one part of education, but not all
of education. Perhaps all learning experiences anywhere comprise education.

Calendar
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Friday, Dec. 4Basketball vs .. St. Olaf, 7:30
p.m.
James T. McCrory, " The U.S.
and the Developing World:
7:30 p.m., Chapel
William L. Stearman, " The U.
S. and the Communist World"
7 :30 p.m., Chapel
Phi Delt invitational party
Saturday, Dec. 5Beta invitational pa rty: 8-12
p .m., Dyne 's
Basketball vs. Carleton, 1: 30
p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 6F aculty recital Daniel C.
Sparks, clarinetist: 8: 15 p.m.,
Harper
Film Classics: "Les Dames Du
Bois de Boulogne" <French ):
1:30 and 7 :30 p.m., Stansbury
Tuesday, Dec. 8-Freshman studies lecture-John
M. Stanley on Niebuhr's
''The Irony of American History" : 9: 20 a.m., Stansbury
Meeting for history majors:
7:30 p.m., Union
Wednesday, Dec. 9F reshman Friend Chr istmas
carol sing : 9:30-10 :30 p.m .,
Union
F reshman men's dinner meeting: 6 :45 p.m., Harper
Thursday, Dec . 10Junior Pia no r ecital - Edward
Rath: 8:15 p.m., Harper
Friday, Dec. 11F aculty meeting : 4:30 p.m.
Conce rt by Women's and Men's
choruses : 2 :30 p.m ., Harper
Saturday, Dec. 12First term classes end , 12 noon
Phi Garn party for freshmen
Sunday, Dec. 13Messiah : 7:30 p.m. , Chapel
Film Classics: " A Night at the
Opera" (American ). 1:30 and
7 :30 p.m., Stansbury

Honors Committee
Announces Deadline
The Committee on Honors has
announced the deadlines for the
submission of projects to be considered for honors in independe nt
work at graduation this June. The
statement of intention must be
submitted by April 2, 1965, :-ind
the thesis itself is due by May 3,
1965 .

The statement of intention
should give fh~ title or subject of
the thesis as we11 as the n ame
of the student and must be signed by the adviser.
, In no case can the Committee
on Honors accept any thesis unless the student has submitted a
statement of intention, but such a
statement does not obligate .he
student to submit a ,thesis if he
finds tha t he cannot complete
his project.
The state ment should be submitted to Sumner Richman, secretary of the Committee on Honors.
The original copy of the thesis
and at least one additional copy
are to be handed in to the adviser, who will see that the members of the examining committee
have an adequate opportunity to
study the thesis.
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Lawrentian Feature Section
EDITORIALS-COLUMNS- LETTERS to the EDITOR- FEATURES
--BOOK R E V I E W - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

.____'H_e_r~?&:DODDSJ
THIS IS WHAT Virginia Woolf said: "Life is1not a

series of gig-lamps symmetrically arranged; life is a
lumin ous h a lo, a semitransparent envelope surrounding us from .the beginning of
consciousness to the end."
WE MIGHT easily apply these
words to Saul Bellow's "Herzog."
We are introduced to the hero,
Moses Elkanah Herzog, Ph. D.,
by means of a complicated and
often disconnected exposition.
We live inside of Herzog's
transparent envelope and watch
him trying rto h11eak through while
suffering the pain of perception.
We know Moses Herzog through
his thoughts (often confused with
the author's because the first and
third persons are freely interchanged ), through what little action there is, and through his letters. His letters are the most important:
"HE HAD fallen under a spell
and was writing letters to everyone under the sun. He was so
stirred by these letters that from
the end of June he moved from
place to place with a valise full
of papers. He carried this valise
from New York to Martha's Vineyard , but returned from the Vineyard immediately; two days later he flew to Chicago, and from
Chicago he went to a village in
Western Massachusetts."
Although the novel covers only
those few days, ,the thoughts and
letters review Herzog's entire
life. For his spell (has impelled
him to justify, amplify, investigate and question. He is not p11eoccupied with one thing, but with
everything.
His second wife , Madeleine, is a
major figure. Bellow shows great
insight about women; and if it

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and

HAPPY NEW YEAR
from the entire staff of
THE LAWRENTIAN

-were not for his treatment of Ramona, Herzog's experienced and
beloved mistress, one might think
that he was a misogynist.
MADELEINE deserted Herzog
afiter planting the seeds of insanity into his mind. Herzog
writes to his (and Madeleine's)
psychiatrist:
"By degrees, and I don't quite
know how it happened, Mady became the principle figure in the
analysis, and dominated it as
she dominated me. And came to
dominate you. She's brilliant, the
bitch, iand a ~error. So you knew,
at least, if I was stoned out of
my skull (as they say) it was by
no ordinary woman."
Al.} of ,t hese letters, they are
brilliant touches, create a complicated synthesis:
"DEAR MOSES E. Herzog,
Since when have you taken
such an interest in social questions, in the e~ternal world?"
"In every community there is
a class of people profoundly dangerous to the rest.
"Dear General Eisenhower,
In private life you have had
the leisure and inclination to refleet on matters for which, as
Chief, you obviously had no .time.
(The Cold War)."
D~ar Neitzche, dear Churchill,
dear teacher, dear Herzog, dear
God, and then "But that's 1all
wrong thought Herzog, not without humor in his despair. I'm
bugging iall these people-"
Complica.ted, yes. But there is
always the humor after the despair, the smile after the mental
catharsis, which leads to the fi.
nal outcome of the maze of
searchings: "If I am out of my
mind, it's all right wiith me".
IT'S ALL right with me too.
Who knows if he is really crazy?
He has investigated and reinvestigated, trying to justify and then,
because his "spell" passed, de•
cided to forget the past, forget
the letters and put flowers on the
table.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS·
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Sparks to Hold
Clarinet Recital
iDan C. Sparks, instructor in
music and conservatory admissions counselor, will present a
program of ,solo and chamber
musi-c work,s for clarinet at 8: 15
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 6, in Harper
hall.
Sparks will be accompanied by
his wife, pianist Linda Bryan
Sparks, and four Fox Valley area
instrumentalists. The four include
Lucy Heiberg, violin; Evelyn
Wilke, violin; Lucile Orbison, viola; and Virginia Smith, violincello . Mrs. Heiberg is lecturer in
music.
The program will include Quintet in F Major, Op. 34 for Clarinet and String Quartet by Weber;
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano by
Howells; Premiere Rhapsodie ·oy
Debussy; and Trio for Clarinet,
Violin and Piano by Khachaturian.
Sparks came to Lawrence in
,.1963, after serving as assistant
professor of music at Jacksonville State college, Jacksonville,
Ala. He is a member of Pi Kappa
IJambda, national honomry music society; and Phi 'Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, national professional music fraternity. He serves as chapter advisor to the latter group at
Lawrence.
At Lawrence he played a solo
recital last February, and in a
channel '5 television concert with
faculty flutist Kristin Webb in
May. Sparks has also conducted
the Lawrence Male chorus since
January.
1

Center Shows
Wisconsin Art

'

CAUCUS
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Viet-Congo

' - - - - - - - - - - - BUD WALSH
THIS IS a go od time of year to settle back in front

of a fireplace next to a bo w l of popcorn and meditate
on a term paper on " International Politics" or ''The
Mechanics of the Balance of Power" or "Political Institutions in
Eme11ging Nations." Theories of
government, or any other social
science, make a fascinatin g garn€
on these long, cold evenings.
BUT WHEN I start playing the
game seriously, names a nd faces
keep popping into the slots labeled
facts and figures. Names like
Tshombe , Nhu a nd Carlson and
faces like that of the anonymous
Vietnamese soldier, the one who
looked like the personification of
fear and doubt. Then I begin to
remember events : ceremonies
battles, bombings, riots and mur~
ders.
The reasons for U.S. involvement becomes obscure land I long
for ,the comfortable old days of
isolationism. What good is coming from our actions in these
chronic trouble spots?
Ambassadors Lodge and Taylor,
along with others, have flatly
stated that, given present conditions, the war in Vietnam cannot
be won without taking grave rfaks
that might escalate the conflict
into a general or even world war.
THIS IS a risk the U.S. cannot
take. But this does not m ean
that we cannot easily Jose. Ti1e
alternatives to escalation are the
status quo, or abandonment of all
Southeast Asia to the Chinese.
So we sit back and wait, and
some of our friends die. And we
support a government torn by religious bigotry ,and political riots.
The situation is bad-disgusting.

The alternatives are terrifying.
And in another part of the
world , can nibals have become a
major political force. We blast in ,
rescue some hostages-too late to
rescue others, retreat; and the
situation returns to abnormal.
Yes, it is sickening. But again ,
is there an alternative?
LET US remember that the
military is not the only American
:agency active in the world. Where
might is useless , right is our only
weapon.
The Viet-Cong will never cease
to be a problem until the support of an 'educated and dedicated populace is given to the
South Vietnamese government.
The Congo will be a trouble spot
until the people realize that they
are a nation with a place in the
world community. No revolution,
especially a guerilla war, can be
.carried on without the support of
a large part of the population.
THE TASK of the military must
be to maintain the status quo ,
while civilians eliminate the
symptoms by eliminating the dimate of ignorance and hopelessness that is the cause. This is
not an easy course.
A bomb explodes in stantly ; education takes a generation. Yet,
I am reminded of a carol by Ogden Nash:
God rest you, merry Innocents,
While innocence endures.
A better world than we to ours
May you bequeath to yours.
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,P aintings by Carolyn Shepherd
of Milwaukee and photographs by
"A pp Ieton ' s M ost Convenient Bank"
«·
William L. Torow of the State
M E M B E R F. D. I. C.
«University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh ;
faculty will be seen in the Worcester Art center from December
:1 until Lawrence closes for the
Chri-stmas holiday December 18.
FINEST OF
Miss Shepherd, in private 'ife
Mrs. Armin McGregor, has had
part of her Lawrence show included in a recent exhibit at the Paine
Art center in Oshkosh bearing the
general title ' ~Magic Realism in
MODERN EQUIPMENT
Wisconsin."
Her paintings have been shown
widely in the Milwaukee area. In
MEN'S TENNIS and BASKETBALL SHOES
1960 she won the Milwaukee Jourfor
nal Purchase prize at the Annual
Ex:hilbit of Wisconsin Art held at
Free Heel Plates with Ea ch Pair of New Men's Shoes
the Milwaukee Ar.t center. She has
won a blue ribbon at the Wisconsin State fair, and has been represented in the Wisconsin Salon
at Madison.
Torow, who is in his fourth year
on the Oshkosh faculty, was train309 W. College Ave. Across from Penney's & Sears
ed at Ohio State university and
the Rochester Institute of Tech...." " " l ~ " i ' ! S -.. - . , ,
nology. He holds his master's de- , gree from Kent State universitv.
He is working toward a doctorate
We Welcome You to Do Your
in education at Teachers college,
Columbia university.
For the last ten years, Torow
has been a teacher-successively
on the grade school, junior high
and college level. At Oshkosh he
You Go Home
~
teaches photography, drawing,
crafts and art teaching methods
for elementary school teachers.
His photographs have been
widely pubHshed_ He has exhibited at Kent State university; the
Rochester Institute of Technology; the Canton, Ohio, Art institute; the Wisconsin State Historical society, Madison , and at sevServing La wre nce Students Since 1888
eral locations in Oshkosh.
The exhibits are open to the
public daily during school hours. i.Y;i.,!-::l~~~..!-::l~~~~~~~~~~~~~&)~;,tl.J:,i~~~~~J:,i~~~~~~.;ti~;.i:i~~i
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By DAVID FOXGROVER
(THIS ARTICLE is part of the Lawrentian's continuing coverage of the Religion-in-Life conference)

THE TYPE of Biblical criticism prominent today is Form criticism whose ma in
proponent is Rudolf Bultmann. Form critics ~ttempt to lay bare the oral traqition-the earliest tradition which is the backbone of the Gospels-to get the most

accurate rendering of Jesus' sayists would contend that God has
The oldest form of the narrative
ings.
intervened in our affairs by diin I Corinthians 15, which reads
THE EVANGELISTS, we assume, took the oral tradition of almost like an official record , recting the writing of the Bible.
True, it was written by men,
Jesus' sayings which was largely mentions numerous appearances
without reference to place and df the risen Christ which have left but this does not imply that there
was no God directing them. Mirtime and provided it with a back- no trace in the Gospels. On the
aoles upset us because we think
ground of particular scenes to other hand, the Corinthians record
knows nothing of the synoptic
of them as abnormalities in life ;
give the life of Jesus continuity.
stories of the women at the empthey are abnormalities if life is
The prdblem, clearly enough, for
ty tomb and the Emmaus dis- about atoms and time and space.
the form critic is to separate the
But, if resurrection and spiritual
traditional material from later ciples.
CRITICS assume, then, that the
relbirth are what life is really
additions 'by the early church.
Carla S. Mettling
REPORTING STAFF Nancy E. Johnson
Roger H. Quindel
Ann J. Biersteker
Nancy L. Kaplan
In the Old Testament the tradi- three stories circulated separate- about, then how can WG regard
Charlene A. Sanna
Rufus J. Cadigan
Jon McGinty
tiona,l forms of psalms, praye1·s, ly as proofs of the resurrection miracles as abnormalities?
Carolyn L. Sidwell
EHssa B. Cahan
Annette Maffia
MIRACLES contradict our ideas
prophetic address rand historical and were brought together in the
Mary Ann Va'Sconcellos
Sandra K. Hohnadel Julia Maher
narrative are somewhat familiar gospels. Conflicts in details do about uniformitarianism (and unito us. The use of forms facilitat- not destroy the resurrection mes- formitarianism sounds like someed the handing down of Israel's sage and faith of the early church. thing we ought to believe in). How
From the Editorial Board
What became clear and grew do we prove the uniformity of nahistory rand culture by word of
to
be a certainty for the church ture ? Experience can't do it , the
mouth.
If it is true that the substance was that God himself had inter- literalist would say. If you lived
ten thousand years and never saw
of the Gospels was transmitted in vened in the affairs of this world.
The comp letion of th e SEC constitution revision an oral fashion by the early if 1the Gospels are to be relevant a resurrection, does that imply
marks th e cu lminatio n of a long period of work church, it is likely that it, too, to f.aith, then we have them in that you wouldn't see one if you
stretching over severa l years on the part of various was set forth in distinctive liter- good form-a form already inter- liyed another day?
.. If the iresuscitation of a corpse
preted b!Y faith.
special committees. The examination of the Constitu- ary types.
The literalist approaches the is unacceptable to the modern
AND
THERE
is
little
doubt
that
tion by the Cons.t itutional Revision and Innovation
Bible in a much different manmind, then some way must be
committee was certain ly necessary, especially in that Mark assembled oral traditions: ner. He doesn 't look at the th ree found to explain away the appe.arEusebius writes that Papias who
the committee discussed the subs.t ance of the docu- lived in the first half of the sec- Gospels and notice their differ- ances of Christ and the early
ment for the first time in m a ny years. Mos.t of the ond century had earlier written: ences; he views the Bible as a church's b,elief in the resurrected
changes w ill be presented for the vote of the student "(Mark) had neither heard the 'single book with a single autho r, Christ. The literalist expects the
body n ext week involve necess,ary wording and are Lord nor been his personal fol- God the iSpirit, and a single form critic to say that the resurtheme, God the Son and Father 's rection of a corpse, the bodily apindisputabl e.
lower, 'but at a later stage he had
Of .t h e substantive ch a nges proposed, only two followed Peter, who used to adopt saving pur,poses. All Scripture pearances. of Christ are the prodwitness of the Son and in ucts of the early church-just as
s,e em controversial. In case of vacancies in them the the teachings to the needs of the bears
this c~mmon reference the conthe infancy narratives.
moment,
but
not
as
though
he
th~ee top offices w ill be f illed ?Y succession and a:rtents of the entire Bible find their
One of Bultmann's own students
were drawing up a connected acpomtment rather than by elect10n. Provision for vaunity.
rejects this idea: " But it is just
count of the oracles of the Lord :
cancies is certainly necessary, as we have seen this so that Mark committed no error
as certain that the appearances
HE SAYS that the Bible has a
year, and the method proposed here to fill them is the in writing certain matters just as supernatural origin , just as it of the risen Christ and the word
most realistic in view of the time element.
of his witnesses have in the first
claims: ",We impart this in words
he had remembered them.''
If the evangelists have taken ndt taught by human wisdom but place given rise to this (resurThe other area of controversy centersi around attendance requirements for representatives. As. passed the s,ayings of Jesus and strung taught by the Spirit . . . . " And, rection ) faith."
In the end the 1iteralist rests his
by SEC, t he amendment provided that a representa- them together with various back- "All Scripture is inspired by
tive will be drop,p ed from the group in case of four ab- grounds and settings, isn't it pos- God . . . that the Man of God may case on the assurance that J esus
was indeed raised from the dead:
sences and his constituency may choose ano.ther per- sible that what Jesus said in one ·be complete, equipped for every "If Christ has not been raised
· siuation 1tas ' been transferred to good work."
son OR reinstate the original representative. Provision another? Couldn't this transfer
your faith is futile, and you are
Because of the increa1tingly di·
for reinstatement was made on the possibility of ill- change the original meaning?
still in your sins." (I Corinthians
vergent modes of biblical interness or drama committments, however, the affect of
The words, "Make friends
pretation, the literalist insists that 15 :4ff.)
the amendment is to le ave loopholes in the representa- quickly with your accuser while the inspiration of the Bible is vertive system of SEC.
you are going with him to court"
bal. Words signify and safeguard
Drama conflicts would not cause a representative (Matthew 5:25) appear in Mat- meaning; the wrong word disto miss four meetings, while such s,e rious illness hav.- thew as an admonition to recon- torts the intended sense.
'Since God inspired the biblical
:Pens rarely. Th e major consideration rather should b·e ciliation, and in Luke they bethe res,ponsibility of the rep,resentative to SEC as a come a parable of warning (Luke text in order to communicate His
whole. A person who misses that many meetings, for 12:58): now is the time to repent word, it was necessary for Him to
you must appear before ensure that the words were such
whatever the reason, is not being fair either to SEC or --'before
the heavenly judge.
as did in fact convey it. What
"The Green Cuckatoo" will be
to his constituents.
ANOTHER question comes to
does the literalist do a:bout the
In addition , the a mendment allows for the possibil- mind: how do we know that the conflicts in the Resurrection presented at 7:30 p.m. Monday
in Stansbury theatre. An indeity of group s continuing to elect an irresponsible rep- evangelists interpreted correctly story, for example?
,pendent study project of director,
HE SAYS that data or circumresentative for personal r easons, as has happened in the meaning of the parables? The
Ted Ketzoff, for Theodore Cloak,
the past.
· Gospels frequently record that the stances are held back which, if drama department head, the play
In view of these considerations then, vote no on disdples did not fully compre- known, would resolve the incon- has been entirely student hanJesus' message. Critics are
sistency. M the original texts dled with work beginning at the
Vacancies in Office, Section V, A, 3, a, of the pro- hend
quick to point to the large amount
could be seen, they would contain
start of the term. The public is
pos,ed SEC constitutional amendments.
far fe,w er conflicts; inconsistenof interpretation given to the parinvited to the admission free proable of the sower in Matbhew and
cies are often the results of reduction.
Luke compared to that in Mark.
copying the texts .
Katzoff said of the play, "It's
We've seen, then, that the early
When the literalist insists on a a chance for students to see the
church conveyed its feelings about verbal inspiration he does not disAfter 26 ye a rs at Lawrence, Head Football Coach Jesus by attributing to him words count the symbolic element in the culmination of individual work."
Bernie Hese lton announced his retirement Wednes.day that he did not say and deeds telling of the virgin birth, for ex- The play has •been used by Katzas a problem in directing. It
a.t the Fall Spor ts banquet. The surprise announce- he did not do. But, this is no ample. Literalism is founded on· off
is, for him , a directoral clinic in
ment bro·u ght to a close th e Hes,elton era in Lawrence reason to regard the accounts as respect for the biblical forms of the use of crowds and the subtleathletics, a period in w hich Lawrence grid teams worthless. Such words .and ac- speech; it is essentially ,a protest ties of interpretation.
chalked up 111 vvins against only 79 losses and copped tions show us how greatly the against the arbitrary imposition
Prcxluction assistants are stage
six Confer enc e champio nships. At the time of his re- early church was influenced by of inapplicable literary categories manager , David Chambers; ason scriptural statements.
tirement, of ov er 500 coaches in the NCAA, only sev- the ministry of Jesus.
sistant stage manager and genThe infancy narratives, the
The modern outcry against eral roustabout, Barbara Macy ,
en had coa ched long er and only two at the same instistories of the virgin birth, point evangelical literalism comes from
assisted by Barb Gelzer; costution.
to the belief that God was uniquethose who treat the biblical recFor Coach Heselton, the statistics tell a story of ly related to this particular birth ords of certain events as myths- tumes, Gay Burrage , assisted by
success as well a s of devotion t o Lawrence, but the con- and that his child was uniquely non-factual symbols of spiritual the head of the costume depnrtment, Anne Glasner; make-up ,
tribution s of th e m a n sta nd above that record. If the related to the Father of mankind. states and e~periences.
Claire Plehn; publicity, Wendi
develo p m ent of individual confidence and drive ·is
CRITICS assert ihat the narraTO THE IDEA that the virgin Katzoff. Ted Katzoff designed
a goal of athletics. t h en he acc omplished that goal. If tive is a mythological statement 1birth is merely an expression of the sets.
the instillm ent of team s.pirit, the ability to work to- of faith stetifying to the entrance Christ's superhuman · character a
With the cast of 28 persons,
gether for one end , is a goa l of athletics, then he reach- of the divine into human affairs. literalist may reply: there's a Katzof,f said, " This is probably
world
of
difference
be.tween
recThe
divinity
of
Chrst
was
not
deed that goal also .
one of the largest student producognizing that a· real event (the
rived from the virgin birth, rather
Coaching in a t im e and area in which sports were the virgin birith was the product virgin birth, say) · may be sym- tions attempted in recent years."
de-emphasize d, Bernie Heselton, whether winning or of faith testifying to the entrance bolically portrayed and contendlosing, preserved the meaning of athletics on the of a belief in the divinity of Jesus. ing that because the event is symgrand scale. Tho se who worke d under him learned Wherever there were early Chris- bolical1y portrayed it need not be
the meaning of sp ortQ. and in the process came to trust, tian witnesses and communities, regarded as a real event.
This leads us to ·another re,and however varied their message
respect and admire him.
In the future, this era, the Heselton era, will be and theology were, they ,are all action from the literalistic standand
remem b er e d not only as a period of athletic succe·s,s united in believing and acknow- point. No one will believe in the
inspiration of the Bible or in mirledging
the
risen
Lord.
But,
there
but also a s a t im e in whi ch La wre nce was privileged
acles or in a real resurrection if
a tension between the singleto have the servi ces o.f a man who emphasized the best is
he does not believe in a superness of the Easter message and
in sports, and emphasized it by example.
· the . historical .problems . of the natural God-no matter how good
the historical evidence. LiteralEaster narratives.

The SEC Constitution

Katzof f to Direct
Student' Drama
'Green ,Cuckatoo'

The End of An Era

Get Out
VOTE!

Universities Take Varying Stands
On Greek Discrimination Policies

Letters to the Editor should be typed double-spaced and kept
.as short as pessibie. They must be deposited at the Lawrentian office by 7 p.m. Tuesday in order to receive immediate
_publication. Letters must be signed with the full name of the
writer, although names will be withheld upon request when
,circumstances warrant such action.
* * *

by ELISE C. WALCH
FEWER THAN 20 percent of American coll e~:tes and universitie~ with social
fraternities on campus have "urged or required" elimination of discriminatory
fraternity practices, according to t_he current issGe of "Rights," published b y
the

'The Lawrentian will whenever possible publish all letters r.omplying with the preceding regulations except those judged by
:the Editorial board as libelous or obscene. The Lawrentian
;assumes no responsibility whatever for misprints 01· for the
content of the letters. Furthermore, we reserve the right tG
make grammatical and spelling changes without affecting the
editorial content of the text.
To the Editor:
I have two comments on the
F ilm Classics selection "My
N ame is Ivan." First, l don't
think that this film can be called
beautiful. There were parts of
ememe tenderness, such as the
dreams, but these were all shattered by the grim reality of war.
For instance, the last scene, of
Jvan playing in the sand, did not
induce in me wonder at the pure,
carefree joys of childhood. Ins tead, it had a frenzied quality,
because I was waiting for it to
be shattered, as it was, symbolically, by rt.he dead <hanging)
tree. " Ivan, " then, was not beaut iful, but powerful, designed to
e voke not wonder, but strong revulsion or terror.
Secondly, "Ivan" concentrated
too much on the horrors of Nazism and not enough on the basic
mhumanity of war. The death
camps, the ,two mutilated bodies,
and Ivan's final prison were
.strong testimony against the horr ors of Fascist imperialism.
Some scenes, such as Captain
Kolygin and the young Lieutenants staring blankly away from
each other, communicated the effects that war was wreaking on
t hese men.
"Ivan" falters in its portrayal
of Russian army life. This port rayal is too pleasant; it detracts
from the realism of the film. The
familiarity of Lakanov, an enlisted man, with two officers and the
affair with Masha were given too
much importance.
Captain Kolygin came across
too much like William Holden as
an officer in a "G. I. Joe" type
Hollywood production, while the
Nazis, faceless monsters, became
incarnations of bhe devil. Because the Nazis were accorded
no humanity, the film is onesided.
I think " Ivan" is a powerful
film, but I object to the anti-Nazi,
pro-Russian propaganda at the
expense of a statement of the
horror and inhumanity of the
more universal evil, war. In conclusion, I suggest " Two Women"
as an outstanding example of an
a nti-war film.
WILLIAM A. BARTON

ed " Fund Drive" on page 4.
The November 6 edition included a larger article on page 4. Unfortunately this appeared ten
days before th_e drive opened, too
early to have any boosting effect; and much of the information
was erroneous.
Dorm representatives were too
slow in contacting students and,
in many cases, they completely
failed to contact people.
The results have been that. fewer people have contributed than
in previous years. Somehow Lawrentians can dig up over $100 a
year to belong to a fraternity or
sorority. But they can't quite
manage a dollar contribution to
the only campus fund drive.
Somehow · each one of Lawrence's 1300 students manages to
pay over $2300 toward his ·education each year. Yet those same
1300 together cannot raise an
amount $300 less than what it
costs them individually to go to
school.
If you read the publicity material, you should have understood what the purpose of the
drive was and what your contributions have achieved in the
past. The drive gives us Lawrentians a chance to help other
students who need those basic educational opportunities and facilities we so often take for granted.
The drive was fairly well-planned. The facuRy contributed generously. What the drive needed
most was student support, a story
not unfamiliar to Lawrentians.
Donations or pledges still may
be made to dorm representatives.
I ask those of you who did not
contribute or were not contacted
to consider the value of your own
education and what learning can
mean to others. While we are students at Lawrence, we should
recognize . the value of education
in other communities besides our
own.
JAMES WALRATH

Editor's Note: The Lawrentian's
figure of $1500 for Lantern's fund
drive was obtained from the
chairman of the drive; however,
the figure should have been $2000.

* • •
To the Editor:
The anmuil all-campus fund
drive has failed to reach its goal
by · some $300. It doesn't take
much reflection to see why.
The week was crowded with
academic and extra-curricular ac~
tivities. It seemed shorter than
most. Publicity material did not
reach you until Monday and even
later in too many cases.
The Lawrentian failed to print
the front-page article which customarily announces the opening
of the drive. Instead, the November 13 edition printed one short
paragraph in a small box head-

Temporary Laborers!
WORK AVAILABLE DAILY

Apply in person dressed to
work . Apply from 6:30-8 a.m.

Manpower, Inc.
406 W. Wisconsin

Anti-Defamation League of
B'rith.
The publication
summarizes a study of university
policy on fraternity discrimination made by the Illinois Commission on Human Rights in Higher
Education, with the cooperation
of the AntiJDef amation league.
OFFICIAL college action is
needed, the study indicates, ii
educational institutions are "to
support society 's ongoing efforts
to end discrimination based on
race, religion and national origin. "
It does note, however, that
there has been an improvement
in intergroup relationships among
college students; discrimination
of the type practiced in the p,ast
is no longer socially acceptable.
Student populations are increasingly heterogeneous and increasingly more liberal with respect to
radal interaction.
The movement against fraternity discrimination was rooted iri
the universities themselves , as
part of the sell-education of students and faculty alike.
EDUCATORS' concern was based on their recognition that academic and extra-curricular programs are insepara.ble, each ars
integral part of education, each
therefore subject to foe same
standards. Greek groups are accuse~ of subvert~ng the p~rpo~es
?f :higher educat10?, of bemg m1m1ca; to democratic goals,_ and of
adhermg to standards which are
supel'ficial and immature.
Elimination by the fraternities
themselves of restrictive clauses
from their by1aws has had little
cffect on membership practices,
the study reveals.
It points out that although there
remain today only two out of 61
national fraternities that retain
restrictive c1auS€s in their constitutions, this has failed " to produce significant racial and religious integration in their membership."
A NATION-WIDE sample of
college students in 1949 - both
members of fraternities and unaffiliated-showed that roughly 80
percent opposed constitutional
barriers to membership in fraternities because of race and r-eli.gion.
Reaction on most campuses was
that this finding imposed on colleges .and universities an obligaB' nai

BE ASSURED

of your selection when you
want it . . . choose your gifts
now at Pah-low's . We'll be
happy to put them in Layaway till you need them.
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LUGGAGE - GIFTS

303 West College Ave.
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Dial RE 9-1805
231 East College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

tion to elimnate racial and re- working through their n~tional orligious discrimination by frater- ganizations under their bylaws
nities, all the more so as it be- and constitutional provisions."
came evident that the widespread
ABOUT HALF the 252 respon.abandonment of discriminatory dents-130 or . 51.~ per_c~nt of the
clauses in fraternity bylaws had colleges and um~~rsit1es -:-- ~ad
not produced significant racial taken formal pos_1ho~s . afif~rrm~g
and religious integration in frapolicie~ . of non-<iiscr_u!1mat10n ~
ternity membership.
fraternities and sororities on their
The lllinois Corrunittee on Hu- campuses; 122 or 48.~ per<:ent had
man Rights in Higher Education not adopted any affmnative polsurveyed the extent to which col- icy position.
leges and universities have taken
Last year Lawrence's Board of
formal positions on discriminatio!1 Trustees accepted ,an aJte~ed [~cin social fraternities and soron- uJ~y . statement _con~rmng dtS:
ties. Most schools acknowledged crurunatory practices m campus
their educational responsibility ;.n organizations.
every kind of student activity.
The faculty resolution which
THEY differed most markedly ,
promoted the abolition of " racial
however, in the implementation and religious discrimination as a
of this responsibility. At one end principle of selection for memberof the spectrum is the " ultimate ship" was c h a n g e d when
goal of the coliege to recognize the trustees replaced it with the
chapters of only those social or clause for membership selection
fraternal organizations having based " solely upon individual
complete autonomy in the matter merit. "
of selecting their local memberO t h e r trustee modifications
ship."
such as the deletion of a definite
Williams college in Massachu- · deadline date , July 1, 1966, for
setts, "highly critical of the rig- Lawrence chapters of national
ors and humili..ations of the caste groups to have attained freedom
system," eliminated the 130-year in choice of membership removold fraternity system at the col- ed the teeth from the original
lege.
resolution .
At the other ·extreme were
Presently a faculty committee
statements suggesting "the elim- is consulting with individual sorination of restrictive clauses and orities and fraternities to deterpractices, insofar as this is desir- mine the "best means of achievable, and can be accomplished by ing their mdependence in selecteducation and evolution, and by ing m embers." A progress report
the fraternities ' and sororities· will be published in January.
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Here's a brilliant beginning for all your hopes and
joys. Artcarved's newest engagement ring sparkles
with a million flickering lights. Why not know the
beauty of Nocturne Star forever?
See Nocturne Star and other Style Star rings at
your Artcarved Jeweler. Priced from '$90. Ask about
the Permanent Value Plan. For a_free illustrated
fol der, write to Artcarved, Dept. C, 216 East 45th
Street. New York, N. Y. 10017.
-ro.mm

See Nocturne Star only at these Authorized Artcarved Jewelefs

Tennie' s Jewelry
311 West College Avenue
Appleton

OPENING GA.ME
There will be ,a freshman
basketball gam e against the
Quad All Stars precedin g the
Varsity game ton ight at 6 p.m.
at Alex,amle r gym.

Varsity Squad
l~iips by Frosh
In \V'armup Tilt

THE VIKES make a ntli a nt effort to push a h ea d of
th e Ste Yens P oint Pointer ~, but to no a rn.il. Lawrence
drop pe d th e game 77-6 5 .
-·

T ankmen to Begin Season
Wit/1 Oshkosh Relay Meet
COACH GENE DAVIS anc.l his d e fend ing :',I id\Y est
conf ere nce swimming c hamps face the loss of k ey m en
a they bep- in the season at the Oshkosh relay s to morrow. Las t year's co-captains Pete,

sprint freestyler Tom Conley, a
senior.
Sophomores wiJI play a prominent part in the team's hopes this
year. Dana Zitek shows fine
form .and should be a good help in
freestyle events. Chase Ferguson
is an ambidextrous sophomore
who has shown improvement this
season and should provide assi stance in freestyle, butterfly and
the individual medley. John Isa,ac
was one of the top point men and
captain of the frosh team last
yeai;, He will be the team's top
:;reaststroker.
John Firm in and Fred Murray
should acid strength to breast
stroke eve nt s. Ed Lake a nd Ri ~k
Johnson will provide de pth in

Betzer a nd Walt Isaac. as well as
Dick Snyder, who twice won the
conference breast stroke championship, will be missed this year .
Freestyle sprinter Mi ke Hartong
and backslroker- Larry Dickmaun
will also be mi ssed.
THIS YEAR'S te.'.VYl will be led
by two-time conference diving
champ and co-captain Dan Foster.
Foster was undefeated in du a l
meets .last year. Chu-ck Lenz , the
other co-captain, i~ a middle-distance freestyler.
~wo other senior lettermen will
bolster Vike hopes. They are
freestyler Todd Mitchell and
bre,aststroker Nick Vogel.
Junior lettermiH1 Larry Wilson
returns as the confer0nce's nun1ber tw8 diver. Fred Nordeen,
al o a junior. piaced fifth in the
butterfly and swam on the recordsetting medley relay team in last
year's conference m eet. He will
be counte d on heav ily this year.
Nordeen also posted a new vars ity
r ecord in the 500-yard freestyle.
THE TEAM should get assistance from distance freestyler
Court Newman , backstroker Sandy Johnson , both juniors, and
0 •, , •
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The Lawr ence varsity b2~kctbal l team had to come from behind to ha lt a dete rmined freshman bid for victory in a pre-season war m up contest on Frida y,
Nov. 20 . The vars ity won the tilt
by an 8'2-74 margi n.
The frosh came on strong afte r
the openin g tipoff and m aintained
a slim lead dur ing the first quarte r unt il the vetera ns tied r.he
score at 14-14 and again at 13-18.
At this point , the varsity began
to click and took the lead [or
keeps.
Coach Rusk's varsity team soon
began to control both backboards
with their height advantage. Earl
Hoover. Phil Stro ng, Jim Swa nson and Tom Steinmetz alte rnated
under the boards and captured a
majority of the rebounds.
The fro sh were led by Brian
Bock and Pat Kenney. Kenney
score d on several fasbbreak layups and hit well from outside
positions. Steve Simon dumped
in 18 points and did a good job
of rebounding for the frosh. Bock
was the game's top scorer as he
netted 23 points with his deadly
outside s hots .
Hoover topped the varsity scoring effort with 17 points while
Swanson a nd Rick Kroos each accounted for a dozen points. The
Vikes were hampered by the sidelining of senior Gordy Bond who
was suffering from a kn~e injury
an d the temporary loss of Bill
Benowicz who is out with a football injury.

freestvle events.
In ;ddition to their conference
laur •ls. Vike swimmers won seven
out of nine dual meets last year
and set five new records. Davis
cites Beloit a nd Carleton as the
teams with the best chances for
dethroning the Vikes. Cornell,
Grinnell and :\ionmouth should
also be contenders . Davis feels
that the club will be good , but
perhaps not as strong as last
year' s team.
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See TWO Santa Clauses

Women Participate
In Volleyball Game
The Lawrence Women 's Recreation association played volleyb all
against Oshkosh State college and
Stevens Point State college at
Oshkos'h.
The ten girls participating in
the volleyball tourney were Bea
Bigony. Sue Skaros, Kai..en Moe,
Judy McNatt, Dawn Scofield ,
Laura Van Arman, Vi Sandis,
Diane Savage, Jan Ahrensfeld and
Jane Ray . The girls played in
three matches, winning a total of
two games.

Pa ge Eight

The LA WRENTIAN

Matrnen to Face First Test
·In Tournament 1"omorrow
TH E VIKE nrntmen fa (~ e th e ir fir"t te. t torn ni·row
in the Uni \'ersity of \Vi sco n ...: in Invi tational tournam ent
to be h eld ::i.t :\Iad i:::on . ~fany ·wisconsi n c o ll eges will
be rep resented in this contes t.
The Vike wrestlers, who w 2 re
" ·i nless in the '62- ' 63 seaso n. post -

ed a five-win five- loss record in
co~ch Ron Rob e rts· fir-st yeai- at
La wrence. Ro berts compiled this
fine fir st-year record last year
despite the fact that onl y fi v~
wrestle rs returned from the pre·vious yea r.
This yea r. with s ix upper classmen and eleven sophomores fie! turning,
prospects look even
brighter. With the addition ot
such tough wrestling teams as
Marquette a nd Chic a go , and the
University of Wi scons in Invitation a l m eet to this year's schedule , Roberts s~id , " Even though
we may not win all these meets,
the experience should im prove
us."
The Vikes will be led by Rich
Ag ness . 177 pounds , who placed
second in las t year's state A.A.U.
meet while only a fre shman . Agness heads the li st of seven soe homores. two juniors and one senior who compile the probable vars ity line-up .
At 115 pounds either sophomore
John Gignilliat or junior Kent
Oakes , and at 123 pounds Roger
Thompson a nd Keith Schichida ,
both sophomores. a re battling for
the varsity spot. Howie Yoshiura ,
130 pounds, and Glover Wagner
are two more sophomores who
figure to dent the starting lineup.

Kussow Wins Place
On MC Grid Team
Viking senior captain Ga~-y
Kussow was named to the first
team defense of the Midwest confe rence at a m eeting of coaches
and representatives on November 19. Kussow , a defensive back,
rated an honorable mention last
year.
There were only six repeaters
on the first team from last year.
Ripon 's center Phil Holm and
middle guard Pete Cooper were
the sole unanimous
choices.
Tackle Bob Stewart of Beloit was
the only man to make both offens ive and defensive teams.
Cornell dominated the selectious
by copping four offensive and two
defens ive positions. Ripon placed
five men and Beloit thre€ . The
Vikes were unable to land any
second team berths.
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SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
209 East College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin

·
Sophomore Dave Moore will b
at 147 pounds, while letterman At
Blomgren, a junior, will be at 157
pounds. The team ' s only senior,
letter m an Bert Ha nsen , will man
the l67 pounds spot. Sophomore
Gerry Gatzke, 191 pounds, and
heavyweight Jack Rober tson . c!
junior. round out the squad.
The tourney meet will be fol-lowed by the frosh-vars ity mee t
to be held J an . 9. Roberts feel s
tha t this year's fres hman te am
sh ould "give the varsity a good
fight. "

Quad Squads

Phi Delts Maintain
First in Volleyball
The volleyball standings tightened up before the Thanksgiving
break as Tuesday a nd Thursday
night matches had the Phi Delt.s
dropping their first match at the
hands of the Fijis while the Betas,
who had handily defeated the
Fijis on Tuesday night, dropped·
their m atch with the Phi De lts
on Thursday.
The Phi Delts easily topped
their Tuesday opponents , the Sig
Eps and Delts , but on Thursday
night they found stubborn · opposition from the inspired Fijis , who
in two very tightly contested
games sent the Phi Delts to their
first league defeat.
The Betas had a chance to tie
for the first place in the league
after four straight victories, as
they took on the Phi Delts after
their loss to the Fijis. The Ph i
Delts however, snapped back from
their earlier loss , and took ~he
match , leaving the Betas tied with
the Fijis for second place.
The Delts split in four matches ,
beating the Phi Taus and the Sig
Eps, while losing to the Phi Delts .
and Betas. The split left them
three games behind the Bet:as and
Fijis in the standings.
The Phi Taus extended their !osing streak to six games, as they
were the victims of the Sig Eps'
first league victory. The Sig Ep
victory, combined with the Phi
Tau losses , left the two team.
tied for last place.
The standings are as follows :
W. L.
Phi Delts
7
1
Betas
6
2
Fijis
2·
6
Delts
3
5
Sig Eps
1
7
Taus
7
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Two Bl ocks Off Campus
The BEST PLACE to SHOP fo r yo ur FAVORITE
GUY for CHRISTMAS is

Geenen's
120 East College Avenue

:rt,~ J\.td
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DECK THE HALLS WITH BOUGHS OF
ALUMINUM!

3 f t ., Regular $ 6 .98 -

6 ft., Re gular $8.98 -

at FERRON'S, 41 7 West Coll ege

Heller's
Launderette
ONE DAY SERVICE
RE 4-5674

ALUMINUM CHRISTMAS TREE
Special

$2§00
Young Men's Shop

QUALITY CLEANING
Prices to Match
Pick-up and Delivery

FOR

ALL

OCCASIONS
by

Special

$4.00
GEEN EN'S Budget Balcony

CI-IARL.ES
the

FLORIST
Conway Hotel Building

A FIVE-TEAM scramble for the Mid west conference basketball cTown for
1964-65 looms as the opening weekend of the season approaches Dec ember :H5,
with defending Ripon challenged by Cornell and Knox, with St. Olaf and Carleton
dark horse candidates.
THE OPENING schedule December 4 finds St. Olaf at Lawrence, Monmouth at Belo1t, Knox
at Coe and Carleton at Ripon . On
Dec. 5, Carleton is at Lawrenc~,
St. Olaf at Ripon , Knox at Beloit,
Monmouth at Coe and Grinnell
and Cornell swing into action at
Mt. Vernon, Ia.
RIPON, with three regulars
back from its. 16-2 record team of
last season, will miss graduated
center Gary Mevis and forward
Jack Ankerson, who averaged 21
and 19.1 points a game respectively.
On hand, however, are two 6-5
replacements in sophomore center Roger Beck and Paul Noel, a
junior center who misse<l most of
last season with a hand injury.
CORNELL, 13-5 on the season
for second place in 1963-64, also
has three regulars returning, induding 6-4 forward Jack Grams,
third high scorer in the loop with
a 20.8 average.
Outstanding
sophomores ·are forward Dave
Crow and center Don Glasier ,
both 6-5.
Knox, tied with Beloit for third
last season with an 11-7 record,
has four regulars back, bolstered
by a fine group of sophomores.
The team lacks any one big man,
but has good oveNlll size and outstanding scoring potential, with

Doug Ziech the ·team leader with
a 15.1 scoring average in the con-

ference.
Carleton , like Knox, boasts four
regulars returning from a young
team that was 7-11 in 1963-64, and
is led in scoring by Jack Arado,
speedy 5-9 guard who averaged
18.3 points per game in 1963-64.
ST. OLAF could surprise enryone , with the top eight men returning from last season. Andy
Boe, 6-6 senior center who misS€d
last season with a leg injury , also
returns to give the team an outstanding big man .
Grinnell, Coe, tawrence, Monmouth and Beloit appe,ar to lack
the overall depth needed to seriously challenge the top contenders. Coe has two starters back,
including the league's number
five scorer, center Skip Swan,
who averaged 20.4 points per
grune.
Grinnell will miss Jim Mifflin,
the league's leading scorer, who
averaged 21.4 points a game, and
6-7 center Jim Sundell, who set a
basketful of rebounding records.
High scoring Jeff Frantz , a 6-2
junior who averaged 19.3, returns
to lead the squad.
LAWRENCE hopes to better its
6-12 mark of last year although
the team will find it hard to replace all-time cage scoring cham-

Viking Hoopsters Drop
Close Battle to Point
THE STEVENS POINT Pointers handed the Lawrence basketball team its initial loss of the s.eason by
turning back the Vikes 77-65 here Tu esday night.
Taking advantage of Lawrence
miscues late in the second half,
the Pointers broke away from a
58-58 score with seven minu~es
left to win the game going away.
The Pointers' scoring was controlled by Jerry Lawetzki who hit
for 29 and Mike Fortune with 26.
LAWRENCE was able to stay
.in the game during the early minutes due to the fine outside shooting of Tom Steinmetz. The Viking high scorer hit for 24 points
whiie Earl Hoover put in 11.
The Vik.es were off and running
from the opening jump as Steinmetz hit a jump shot and Rick
Kroos scored on a 1ay-up and a
long jumper. But the Pointers
came back to tie the score at
1(}-10 and the rest of the first half
saw the score see-saw back and
forth.
Mike O'Fallon's tip-in and two
Steinmetz free throws gave the
Vikes a 37-36 lead at intermission.
mE VIRES strengthened their
lead in the second half as Steinmetz and Dick Schultz sparked a
drive which saw the Lawrence
lead go to as much as eight points.
But from a 52-44 score, things began to go wrong.
The Pointers cut it to 52-51 before Steinmetz broke the slump
with the jwnp shot and a Jim
Swanson tip-in plus two Pointer
free throws made it 56-53.

Then Fortune hit a jump shot
and free throw to knot it. Lawetzki' s two jump shots to three Vike
free throws gave Stevens Point the
lead, 60-59.
O'FALLON put the Vikes ahead
one last ti me with a jump shot,
but Bryan Wirth's long set shot
sent the Pointers in front for
good. From that point, lhe visitors threw in nine straight points
to hold a comfortable 71-Gl lead
with a minute remaining.
Lawetzki , Fortune and Wirth
each scored a bucket in the final
minute while Steinmetz and Kroos
hit Lawrence to produce the final
score of 77-65.
The difference in the game
would have to be attributed to
Stevens Point's domination of the
rebounding which forced the
Vikes to be accurate from the outside . When the outside shooting
eased off and the mistakes became numerons , the Pointers
were able to take advantage and
pull away to the victory.

··
pion Joel Ungrodt. Four lettermen and a number of promising
sophomores should give the Vikes
rebounding strength, some good
experience and a steady defense.
If Lawrence can score with any
degree of frequency, it could
move up in the standings.
Monmouth, with a new coach,
Norm Ellenberger, and a fine
group of sophomores, can build
around two of the finest guards
in the league, Gary Gilliland and
Dick Rogers. Gillil,and averaged
19.6 points a game as a junior.
Beloit will be led by starters
Bob Rudolph , 6-4 center. who avernged 16.1 points a game in 196364 and by 6-0 forward Bucky McMorris who averaged 15. Sophomores figured to break into the
starting lineup are Lloyd Smith ,
5-10 guard and Phil Wolley, 6-4
forward.

Sa1·I0rs p·Jace F1.fth

In 1-C Competition
Lawrence university s a i 1 o r s
placed fifth in intercollegiate competition last weekend at the University of Michigan, by scoring 87
points.
Lawrence skippers were Don
Jackson and Jim Thompson, with
crewmen Mary Betts . and Jean
Bragg.
Winners were in order, University' of Michigan, 107 ; Wayne
State, 100 ; Purdue , 93 ; Michigan
State, 90; Lawrence , 87; University of Detroit, 83 ; Boston college,
68 ; and Ohio State, 55.
Lawrence came in first in Sunday's races, but did not do as
well on Saturday because of heavy
winds.
A race against Marquette university is tentatively scheduled
for this weekend.
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VIKING
StartsDec. 9th

With participation and enthusiasm for soccer greatly augmented this fall, the prospect of soccer as an
intercollegiate sport at Lawrence has aroused consiqerable interest.
This popular sport originated during th e last century in Great Britain where "English fo otball" is a
nin e month season for over 30,000 amateur and 420
profess ion al team s which compete every Saturday.
Public support is so keen that an average of 16,000
fans pack the stands for a profession al match.
The sport has diffu se d into many countries of the
world. Although the English initiated the game and
have conce ntrated on an exp.Joding offens.e to plea~e
the frenzied crowds, the foreign interpr ete rs have
placed added emphasis on defense and have consequently become successful in defeating England in
the recent years' World Cup competition.
Soccer requires a co mbinati on of mental alertness
and physical endm~ance. Every man is a quarterback;
the soccer player cannot be coached from the sideli~e
and cannot be replaced after the game begins. It
matches 11 men against an opposing equivalent in a
battle of wits and fitness ..
Soccer at Lawrence attained its greatest heights
this fall under the auspices of the Lawrence Soccer
club. The participants who competed in seven contests are optimistic and determined to establish soccer
as an intercollegiate sport. It is felt that this would encourage more capable soccer players and also provide additional incentive for the team.
Under the present status, the team com:nences
practice upon arrival in the fall and concludes .its ~eason in early November. Being a club orgarnzabon,
freshmen are allowed to compete. Six of the schools in
the Midwest conference have already instituted soccer
on an intercollegiate basis.
A. C. D enne y, recreational director, has been very
pleased with the course of soccer developm~nt at La~rence and explained so me of the p.roblems mvolved m
establishino- soccer on an intercollegiate level. The
costs of ptoviding and maintaining a fi~ld, obtaini_ng
proper uniforms and equipment, and takmg road trips
etc., would require substantial additional funds ..
A sing le road trip for a team would cost m the
vicinity of $500. He feel s that it may ne~d a longer
trial basis to determine the level of enthusiasm and to
balance th e ass.ets and · liabilities. In any event, it is
the At hl etic committee composed of the coaches and
three other m en , who ~vould make the d ecision .

MEN
Look Your Best
Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at .

BOB'S, BARBER SH,OP
Third Floor Zuelke Bu i lding

One of the GREAT
MOVIES NOW
BROUGHT BACK !
LIFE

and

LOOK

MAGAZINES demibe ii as:

"The most colossal movie ever made!"

Hear ...

PROGRAMX

Gold Cushion

Jim Choudoir

Appleton's Finest

Billiard Recreation

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

Center

9:30-10:30 .p .m.

519 W . College

with Peter Ustinov
Students in groups of 20 ar
more admitted for 50c each .

13 Brunswick Gold
.Crown Tables
105 E . Franklin

RE 9-2346
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on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

Constitution of the Lawrence University Student Senate
PREAMBLE
WE, THE STUDENTS of Lawrence University, in
order to create and maintain a systematic administration of student affairs,, to provide for an organized student control of stud.ent activities, and to perp,etuate
the go a ls of Lawrence University, establish a g overning body to be knovrn as the La·wrence Univers.ity Student Se nate .
ARTICLE ONE
THE STUDENT SENATE
Section A-Electorate
I. Students of Lawrence University possessing student activities
cards shall constitute the Student
Body and shall be qualified to
vote in school-wide elections and
referenda.
·
2. Meetings of the Student
Body may be called by the President of the Student Body or by
three members of the Executive
Committee or by petition of ten
percent of the members of the
Student Body.
Section B-Officers
1. The Student Body shall elect
a President, Vice~President and
Treasurer who snail serve both
a s dffirers of the Student Body
and as officers of the Student
Senate.
2. A Recording Secretary shall
be appointed by the President.
Section C-Ot·ganization
I. The Student Senate sha!l
consist of two branches:
a. The Executive Committee
b. The Representative Council

ARTICLE TWO
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Section A-Organization and Membership
1. The membership of the .Executive Committee shall include:
a. The Presidents of the Student Body, the Interfraternity
Council, the Pan-Hellenic Council, the Lawrence Women's Association and the Lawrence Independents' Association.
1
b. The Vice-President, Recording Secretary and Treasurer of the Student Body.
2. The Executive Committee
shall be organized with the President of tbe Student Body as chairman.
Sect10n B-Powers
1. To co-ordinate Student Body

activities in the best interests of
the Student Body.
2 To consider actions of the.
various
student
organizations
which seem detrimental to the
best interests of the Student Body,
and to make recommendations to
the Representative Council concerning those actions .
3. To administer legislation en- ·
acted by the Representative
Council.
Section C-Duties
I. To discuss and consider all
matters pertaining to the interests of the Student Body.
2. To discuss matters of mutual concern with the University
Administration.
'3. To suggest administrative
measures for the approval of the
Representative Council.
4. To meet periodically or at
the discretion of the chainnan .

ARTICLE THREE
DUTIES OF THE OFFICE,RS
Section A-Duties of the President
1. To act as executive officer
of the Student Body and to preside
at all its meetings.
2. To preside at all m eetings ot
the Executive Committee and of
the Representative Council.
3. To confer with the Executive Committee on matters pertaining to the welfare of the Student Body.
4. To be responsible for the
careful execution and adrninistrntion of this constitution; to rule
in the spirit of this constitution
on matters not specifically provided for.
5. To represent the Student
Body on the Alumni, Lawrentiar. ,
and Ariel Boards of Contr ol.

6. To represent the Student
Body and express the interests of
the Student Body to the University Administration.
Sedion B-Duties of the VicePresident
1. To preside as executive officer during meetings in the
temporary absence of the P resident.
2. To organize and direct the
administration of the school calendar, meeting with representatives of all campus organizations
near the end of the school year in
order to formulate the calendar
for the next year.
3. To act as chairman and coordinator of all Student Senate
committees, holding meetings athis discretion with the committee chairmen.
4. To be responsible for publicity and communication of student government affairs.
5. To represent the Student
Body on the LWA and WLFM
Boards.
Section C-Duties of the Recordiag Secretary
1. To keep a record of all minutes and documents of the Student Body, Executive Committee
a nd Representative Council.
2. To be responsible for communication regarding meetings of
the Student Body, Executive Committee and Representative Council.
Section D-Duties of the Troosurer
1. To supervise all financial
operations a£ the Student Senate
and its committees.
2. To submit reports to the Student Senate at the request of the
President
3. To confer with the financial
chairman of each Student Senate
Committee.
4. To pay through the business
office all bills incurred by the
Representative Council,
·

ARTICLE FOUR
QUALIFICATION, NOMINATION
AND SELECTION OF OFFICERS
Section A-President
1. Qualifications
a. All candidates must have
completed four terms at Lawrence University.
b. All ·c andidates must be students in good standing with tbe
University.
2. Nomination and Official Candidacy
a. Any qualified student wishing to have his name on the ballot for the Student Body Presidential election must submit a
petition with at least fifty signatures to the Representative
Council.
b. Any qualified st u d e n t
wishing to have his name on the
ballot for the Student Body
Presidential election must also
present his platform in the Lawrentian before the election.
3. Ca mpaign and Election Pro .
cedure
a. Each official candidate
shall appear publicly before a
student convocation during the
week preceding the election.
b. An e lection for the Stud~nt
Body President by the Student
Body shall be held before the
end of the second term on a
date to be selected by the outgoing President with the approval of the Representative
Council.
c. The candidate receivin~ a
majority of the votes cast shall
be elected . ff no candidate ·receives a majority, the President
shall be selected in a run-off
election between the two can-

didates receiving the highest
number of votes.
4. Assumption of Office
a. The President shall take
office at the first m eeting after
his election and hold office for
one year .
Section B-Vice-President
I. Qualifications
a. All candidates must have
completed four terms at Lawrence University.
'b. All candidates must be
students in good· standing with
the University.
2. Nomination and Official Candidacy
a. Any qualified student wishing to have his name on the
ballot for the 'Student Body VirePresidential election must submit a petition with at least fifty
signatures to the Representative
Council.
b. Any qualified student wishing to have his name on the
ballot for the Student Body VicePresidential election must also
present his platform in the Lawrentian before the election.
3. Election
a. An election for the Student Body Vice~President by the
Student Body shall be held within two weeks succeeding the
Presidential election.
b. The candidate receiving a
plurality of the votes cast shall
'b e elected.
4. Assumption of Office
a. The Vice-President shall
take office at the first meeting
after his election and hold office for one year.
Section C-Treasurer
1. Qualifications
a . All candidates must have
completed four terms at Lawrence University and shall be
sophomores.
b. All candidates must be
students in good standing with
the University.
2. Nomi nation and Official Candidacy
a. Any qualified student wishing to have his name on the
ballot for the Student Body
Treasurer election must submit
a petition with at least fifty
si1gnatures to the Representative Council.
b. Any qualified student wishing to have his name · on the
ballot for the Student Body
Treasurer election must also
present his platform in the
Lawrentian before the election.
3. Election
a. An election for the Stu. dent Body Treasurer by the c;tudent Body shall be held with
the Vice-Presidential election.
b. The candidate receiving a
plurality of the votes cast shall
be elected.
4. Assumption of Office
a. The Treasurer-elect shqll
initially serve as Assistant
Treasurer. He shall assume office at the first meeting following the final budget approval
for the succeeding year.
Section D-Selection of the Recording Secretary
1. The Recording Secretary
shall be selected by the Presi.
dent of the Student Body.
2. The
Recording Secretary
shall be appointed within two
weeks after the Presidential election.
Section E-Presidential Appointments
1. Other positions deemed necessary by the President of the Student Body may be created, fill~d
and dissolved at his discretion.

ARTICLE FIVE
'fHE REPRESENTATIVE
COUNCIL
Section A-Organization and Membership
1. The permanent officers shall
:be the President, Vice-President,
Recording Secretary and Treasurer of the Student Body.
2. The President shall preside
over regular meetings. In his

absence , the Vice-President shall
preside.
3. Membership.
a. Each
University living
unit shall be r epresented by one
r esident of the unit for each
thirty residents of that unit.
Each fraternity house shall be
considered a living unit with
thirty residents.
b. E 1 e ct i on s of representatives shall be conducted by
the Student Senate Polling ai1d
Election Committee before tr:e
first scheduled Representative
Council meeting each year.
c , The Freshman Class shall
have the same basis of reoresentation · as the rest of the University. The Freshman Class
representatives shall be elected after the fifth week of term
one.
d. There shall be no al~ernate representatives;
if
a
representative is absent from
more than three meetings of
the Representative Council his
name shall be dropped from the
roll and a replacement shall be
named from the runners-up in
the original living-unit election.
e. Constituencies shall be assigned to representatives by the
Student Senate Polling and Election Committee following the
living unit elections. Representatives must hold half-monthly
meetings with their constituents for purposes of gathering
student opinion on matters before the Representative Council.
f. Representatives shall
serve through term three of the
school year.
Section B-Duties of the Representative Council
I. To represent the Student
Body and to bring to its attention
matters affecting its welfare.
2. To legislate on matters pertaining to the interests of the Student Body where they do not interfere with the national obligc1tions of groups.
3. To act as an apportioning
committee for the Student Activities fee after consultation with the
University Administration.
4. To select the chairmen ot
the Student Senate committees and
to supervise their administraiion,
activities and finances. The President maintains the right to .:all
for reports from the committees.
5. To hold meetings which each
representative is required to attend.
6. To make all rules and regulations necessary for the execution of the duties herein mentioned.

ARTICLE SIX
POWERS OF THE STUDENT
BODY
Section A-Reoall
1. Any elected officer of the
Student Body may be recalled by
a three-fourths vote of the Student
Body.
2. A meeting for this purpose
may be calle9 by a majority of
the Representative Council or by
petition of twenty-five percent of
the Student Body to the Representative Council.
Section B-Referendum
1. Matters held to be sufficiently important by the Representative Council may be submitted to the Student Body for approval or rejection.
2. Decision shall be by a simple majority vote.
Section C-Initiative
1. Matters decided upon by the
Representative Council may be
brought before the Student Body
for consideration upon submitting
to the President of the Student
Senate a petition by twenty-five
percent of the Student Body. This
petition must be presented to the
President of the Student Senate
within two weeks after the deci-

sion of the Representative Coun-.
cil.
2. In such matters the vote of
the Student Bo.dy is final.

ARTICLE SEVEN
AMENDMENTS
Seetion A-Procedure
1. Amendments to this constitution, must be presented to the
Representative Council for approval.
2. Amendments to this constitution upon approval by the Representative Council, must be submitted to the Student Body for
ratification.
3. The proposed amendments
must be printed in the Lawrentian the week before voting.
4. The proposed amendments
must be ratified by two-thirds of
those voting in the Student Body
election.
5. Amendments to this constitution shall be properly inserted
in the document.

PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS
I, A, 2. (Committee ) or by a
majority of the Representative
Council or (by)
II,' B, 2. (iDelete J which seem
detrimental to the best interests
of the Student Body.
IV, B, 3, b. <Add) In the eveat
of a tie, the Vice-President shall
be selected in a runoff election
between the two candidates receiving the highest numiber of
votes.
IV, C, 3, b. (Add ) In the event
of a tie, the Treasurer shall be
selected in a runoff election between the two candidates receiving the highest number of votes.
IV, C, 4, a. The Treasurer shall
take office at the first meeting
after his election and hold office
for one year.
IV, C, 4, b. The outgoing
Treasurer shall serve as Assistant Treasurer until the preliminary appropriation of the budget
for the succeeding year.
IV, F. Vacancies in Office.
1. In the event of a vacancy
in the office of President, the
Vice-President shall assume the
duties of President. An election for a new Vice-President
shall take place according to
the prescribed election procedure within three weeks.
2. In the event of a vacancy
in the office of Vice-President,
excepting the situation in paragraph one, the President shall
appoint a new Vice-President.
within two weeks with the ap·
proval of two-thirds of the Rep~
resentative Council.
3. In the event of a vacancy
in the office of Treasurer , the
President shall appoint a new
Treasurer within two weeks
with the approval of two-thirds
of the Representative Council .
V, A, 3, a. ( thirty residents of
that unit ) or a major portion
thereof except in cases where iiving units of less than thirty may
be combined into one constituency.
V, A, 3, d . If a representativ
is absent from more than three
meetings of the Representative
Council , his name shall be dropped from the lroll. His constituency may approve the dismissal
and a replacement shall be named
fro m the runners-up in the original livinig unit election, or the
constituency may reinstate the
original representative.

VIII. BY-LAWS. Section· A Procedure.
1. By-laws to this constitution must be presented to the
Representative Council.
2 . By-laws to this constitution must be approved by a twothirds vote of the Representative Council.
3. By-laws to this constitution shall be properly inserted. ·
in the document.

